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MUSICAL  NOTATION  IN THE  TEACHING  OF
                       RHYTHM  &  STRESS
Richard L. Zimmerman
The  Problem
  One  problem  often  found in first year  college  oral  English  classes  in Japan is that,
though  students  rnay  be able  to put together sequences  of  words  to form syntactically
and  semantically  correct  phrases  and  sentences,  they have difficulty capturing  the rhyth-
mic  feel of  the language.
  It is perhaps no  surprise  that students  are  weak  in this area,  given six  years of  secon-
dary school  English instruction, where  they were  taught "to  translate, to analyze,  and  to
read  and  answer  comprehension  questions."i It is commonly  known  that most  secon-
dary school  teachers seldom  use  English in the classroom.  Furthermore,  when  students
did hear English, "it  was  limited to. . . a  dictation, or  reading  aloud  a  dialogue or  written
passage  in a  manner  that  bore little resemblance  to natural  speech,"  or  listening to "cas-
sette  tapes, that presented speech  at  slower-than-normal  speed,  and  read  from a  pre-
pared  script.  ., ."Z In short,  in spite  of  years in the English language classroom,  most
beginning college  and  university  students  have  had  little or  no  exposure  to the feel of
natural  spoken  English.
  There  are  a  number  of  reasens  for concern  about  this situation.  This  paper  will  look
into some  aspects  of  the problern, and  suggest  one  tool that can  be usefu1  in imparting a
sense  of  the authentic  rhythmic  feel of  English.
Rhythm  and  Stress in English
  In English, rhythm  is inseparable from stress. 
"A
 stressed  syllable  is one  that  is pro-
nounced  with  a greater amount  of  energy  than  an  unstressed  syllable."3  This results  in
an  increase in loudness, andfor  a  rise  in pitch, occurring  on  the stressed  syllable.  Differ-
ent  languages use  stress  in difTerent ways.  In .many  languages, the position of  the stress
is fixed within a  word.  For  example,  Czech  words  almost  always  have the stress  on  the
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first syllable.  In Polish and  Swahili, it generally comes  on  the penultimate  syllable.  In
French, all  syllables  are  about  equally  stressed,  with  an  increase in stress  occurring  only
on,the  last syllable  of  a  phrase.  ` With English and  other  Germanic languages, the pat-
tern of  stressed  syllables  within  a  word  (word stress)  often  varies  in order  to conform  to a
broader  pattern of  sentence  stress.
  Different uses  of  stress  in different languages create  different rhythmic  feels. For ex-
ample,  in French  there is a  great evenness  to the  rhythm,  since  on}y  the last syllable  of
a  phrase is stressed.  In contrast,  English  has a  rhythmic  quality derived from the fact
that stressed  syllables  tend  to recur  at  regular  intervals. English and  other  Germanic
languages may  be called  stress-timed  languages, in that only  the stressed  syllables  recur
at  regular  intervals, bearing in mind  that this is not  a  rule  but rather  a  general ten-
dency. French, on  the other  hand, may  be called  a  syllable-timed  language, in that sylla-
bles, not  only  stressed  syllables,  tend  to recur  at  regular  intervals.5
  Japanese would  also  have  to be considered  a  syllable-timed  language, since  
"the
 sound-
ing of each  syllable  tends to be the same  in length."6 According to Japanese linguist
Haruhiko  Kindaichi,
     As  linguist Jimbo  Kaku  early  indicated, this point is a  distinctive f ature of  Japa-
     nese,  and  although  it is true even  of  daily conversation,  it is especially  notable  in
     formal speech.  It is exactly  the  same  thing that the aforementioned  W.  
'A.
 Grotaas
      said  he heard in China+namely,  Japanese people's conversation  that sounded  like
      a  machine  gun. For these reasons  the rhythm  of  Japanese is very  monotonous.  . . .
     The  Japanese, however,  are  devotedly attached  to pronouncing  each  syllable  with
     the same  length.7
Clearly, then,  a  basic problem fbr Japanese students  of  English is that the rhythmic
characters  of  the two  languages are  in sharp  contrast.
  Stresses in English  tend  to recur  at  regular  intervals of  time. To  put  it another
way,  if we  beat out  a  steady  tempo  and  attempt  to fit a  phrase  or  sentence  to it, we  find
a  strong  tendency  for the stresses  to occur  on  the beat, and  unstressed  syllables  to fa11
between beats. The  above  sentence  in boldface, if the stresses  are  marked,  illustrates
this perfbctly :
      XStresses in XEnglish  Xtend te re  Xcur at  Xragular Nintervals of Xtirne. ( X ) It is
      Xpenfectly Xpessible to Xtop on  the Nstresses in Xtime with  a  Xnzetronome. ( X )8
Of  course,  not  al1 sentences  are  as  rhythmically  regular  as  these.  It is simply  that
stresses  tend  to occur  at  regular  intervals. There are  a  number  of  processes that com-
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bine to make  this true:
      1. Many  words  have variable  stress.  Compare,  for example,  the Xunhnown  Xman
        with  the Xrnan is un  Xhnown.
      2. Some  words  that might  have been stressed  are  often  unstressed  in order  to pre-
        vent  too many  stresses  from coming  together.
      3. There is a  tendency  to minimize  the variation  in the length of  words  containing
        only  a  single  stress,  so  that  adjacent  stresses  remain  much  the same  distance
        apart.  Consider, for example,  that the vowel  sound  in speed is longer than that
        in speedy, which  in turn is longer than  that in speedily. This can  be seen  as  an
        effbrt  to minimize  the variation  in the length of  the three words  even  as  the
        number  of  syllables  increases. 
'
      4. The length of  pauses  between phrases  varies  according  to the rhythmic  pattern.
        Notice that, in the above  example  ("Stresses in English..."),  some  of  the beats
        occur  between  phrases. 7Vie Xrhythm  can  Xeven be Xsaid to de Xtermine the
                                                               '
        Vength of  the Xpause betu;een Nphrases.
  
"Taking
 all these  facts together. .. it is as  if there were  a  conspiracy  in English to
maintain  a  regular  rhythm."9Again,  bear in mind  that this is only  one  tendency,  and
does not  always override  all other  considerations  in determining the  rhythmic  feel of  a
phrase or  sentence,
Rhythm  Practice in the Classroom
  Attempts are  made  in the classroom  to impart  the rhythmic  feel of  the language using
recordings,  choral  repetition  and  group  interplay, chants  with  clapping  and  tapping of
rhythm,  etc,                                             '
  Let us  consider  some  specific  examples  of  this process. cla2z  Chants, by Carolyn Gra-
ham,iO is a  popular  text used  to practice rhythm  and  stress.  Let  us  Iook at  an  exercise
adapted  from this book  with  the entertaining  title,'"Personal Questions," and  Iet us  as-
sume  that we  have divided the class in half for choral  praetice fo11owing the question and
answer  format. The  exercise  begins
              e  e e e
           Where  were  you born? I'd rather  net  say.
              e  e e e
           Where  are  you from? I'd rather  not  say,ii
           '
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Up  to this point, there is not  much  problem. The students  readily  grasp the concept  of
the exercise,  and  the identical syllabic  structure  of  the two  exchanges  makes  the rhyth-
mic  pattern fairly easy  to fo11ow.
  However,  as  the questions get more  personal, the number  of  syllables  in each  sentence
increases,i2 and  the  rhythnic  structure  becomes  more  varied  and  more  difficult for the
students  to fo11ow.
                 e  e e e
           How  much  do you weigh?  I'd rather  not  say.
                 e e e e
           How  much  do you make?  I'd rather  not  say.
                     e e e e
           How  much  rent  do you pay? I'd rather  not  say.
  Of  these three exchanges,  the first two  are  rhythmically  identical, differing from the
earlier  exchanges  only  by the addition  of one  syllable (how), preceding the  stressed  nzuch.
However, in the third exchange,  there is an  abrupt  change  to a  pattern with a two-
syllable  
"pick-up,"  where  much  is the  second  of  these syllables,  while  the stressed  sylla-
ble, the one  that fa11s on  the beat, becornes the next  word,  rent.
  0ne might  think  that, if this diffbrence is clearly  pointed out  to the students,  they will
pick it up  with  a  little practice, My  experience  has been otherwise.  Repeat  the exercise
as  you  will,  elap  out  the rhythn,  count  1-2-34-, the students  simply  have a great deal of
diMculty squeezing  in the how  mueh  before the rent.  Any  number  of  similar  cases  can  be
found.
Using Rhythmic  Notation
  One  exercise  I have tried in such  a  situation  is to write  the sentences  in musical
rhythmic  notation,  musical  notation  where  pitch is not  represented  but rhythm  is writ-
ten as  in any  musical  score.  Following is a  simple  way  of  representing  the last two  ex-
changes.  I have written  this with a  time  signature  of  2f2, which  means  that a  half note
gets one  beat, and  we  count  one-two  for each  measure.  Thus, consistent  with  the stresses
marked  above,  the syllables  much,  make,  rath-,  say,  etc., fa11 on  the stressed  beats, Alter-
natively,  we  could  count,  at  double the tempo, one-two-three:fbur  for each  measure  (4f4
time),  and  then, to be consistent,  we  would  have to say  that the stresses  come  on  only
one  and  three.
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[FIGUREI]Q>How
 mueh  do you make?A>I'd  rath  er not  say  Q>Howmuch
rentdo you pay? A>I'd rathernotsay
  Perhaps it al1 becomes clearer  if we  separate  the questions and  answers  onto  two  difi
ferent musical  staves,  although  more  rests  are  required  :
[FIGURE2]
How  much  do you  make? Howmuch
"
I'drath-ernotsay
rent do you pay?
-
I'd rath-ernotsay
  These  patterns can  be written  on  the classroom  board fairly easily.  This approach  is
new  to studentsi3  and,  naturally,  it should  be eased  into gently. Before actually  trying to
say  the words  according  to the rhythmic  pattern, clap  or  tap the rhythms,  or  even  rnouth
nonsense  syllables,  such  as  dah for stressed  syllables,  and  di for unstressed  syllables,  or
whatever  else  works.
  My  experience  has been that, in general, musical  notation  helps. More  specifically,
working  with  average  university,  junior college,  and  senmon  gahho students,  I have
found:
      1. Females  catch  en  fairly qtiickly, while  males  may  or  may  not.  Presumably, this
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  is due to the girls' greater experience  in studying  and  reading  music.  Most  of
  the female students  have  studied  piano or  other  instruments, and  many  of
  them  for quite  a  few years.  The boys may  have been taught musical  notation  in
  school,  but not  as  many  have had  much  practical experience  with  it.
2. With the help of  the notation,  students-at  least the females-do manage  to fo1-
                                                                      '
  low the changing  rhythmic  patterns more  successfu11y;  moreover,  they often
  seem  to rise to the challenge  and  have  fun trying  to perfbrm the exercise  cor-                              '
  rectly.
  The  entire  exchange  can  be represented  as  fo11ows :
{FIGURE3]
rWherewereyouborn?
'
I,d ra-thernotsay
L
Where  areyoufrom? How'
'
I'd ra-thernotsay
-
.muchdoyouweigh? Howmuchdoyoumake? Howmuch
I'dra-thernotsay I'dra-thernotsay
-
'
--yv
.rentdoyoupay?
v
I'd ra-thernotsay
s
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  As  a further example,  Iet us  take an  exercise  from another  text, Pronunciation  Pairs.i4
Here, the authors  are  demonstrating how  a  very  short  sentence,  with  all syllables
stressed,  retains  its basic meter,  tempo, and  pattern of stress even  when  other  words  are
added  between  the stressed  ones  :
           Kids make  noise.
           The  kids make  noise.
           The  kids wi11 make  noise.
           The  kids  are  making  noise.
           The kids have been making  noise.
      The  last sentence  is much  longer than  the first, but try to say  all the sentences  in
      about  the same  amount  of  time. Make  sure  you  put stress  only  on  the words  in
     blacker type.i5
This type of  exercise  vividly  illustrateS how, in English, we  often  do whatever  we  have  to
in order  to fit in the requisite  number  of  unstressed  syllables between the stressed  ones.
"Whatever
 we  have to" includes the shortening  of  vowel  sounds  as  illustrated above,  the
actual  alteration  of  unstressed  vowel  sounds  to a  short,  centralized  vowel  (reduction),
contraction,  the leaving out  of  sounds  (elision), and  the alteration  of  adjacent  sounds  (as-
similation).  In a  sense  we  are  determined, whether  by hook or  by crook,  to squeeze  those
syllables  in somehow,
  Japanese  students  seem  to find these exercises  surprising,  interesting, and  fun to try
to perform  correctly,  but somewhat  problematic. Two  reasons  for the difficulty immedi-
ately  suggest  themselves: (1) The principle at  work  here is completely  contradictory  to
the way  rhythm  operates  in Japanese, because, as  was  mentioned  earlier,  "The  Japanese
 . . . are  devotedly attached  to pronouncing  each  syllable  with  the  same  length."'` (2) It
also  goes completely  against  the  way  most  students  have leamed  to say  English  words,
with  each  vowel  and  consonant  earefu11y  enunciated.  In fact, due  both to the speech  hab-
its of  their native  language and  to the influence Qf  katakana spelling  on  their way  of  ap-
proaching  English, there is a  familiar tendency  to exaggerate  consonants  and  often  to
add  extra  syllables.  Consider, for example,  that the word  next,  which  has one  syllable  in
English, is pronounced  with  four  syllables  in "Japanese  English" (ne-lei-su-to). These
factors make  it that much  more  difficult for students  to get the feeling of contractions,
reductions,  and  so  forth.
                                    '
  Once again,  writing  out  the practice phrase  patterns in musical  notation  may  help.
(While technieally this is not  a  continuous  exchange  as  in the previous exercises,  never-
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theless for practice  purposes  I have  written  it as  one  continuous  pattern.)
[FIGURE4]
     KIDS  MAKE  NOISE The KIDS  MAKE  NOISE The
KIDSwillMAKE  NOISE TheKIDSareMA-king  NOISE The
KIDShave  been MA-king  NOISE
rrH--3 -
For  some  students,  at  least, this makes  the pattern of  rhythrn  and  stress  more  graphic
and  easier  to fo11ow.
  One  point of  interest here  is that  the  time-value  of  each  note  actually  tells us  some-
thing about  the pronunciation of  the corresponding  syllable.  Note that the word  leids
changes  from a  quarter note,  to an  eighth  note,  to an  eighth  note  triplet, getting shorter
and  shorter,  and,  when  we  repeat  the sentences  we  notice  that the vowel  sound  in the
word  kids does indeed get shorter  with  each  successive  utterance.  A  more  dramatic  ex-
ample  rnight  be if we  were  to contrast  the last sentence  in the above  exercise  (The kids
have  been  making  noise)  with  yet another  very  short  sentence,  Kids  have  toys. These
two  sentences,  in musical  notation,  will  come  out  something  like this :
[FIGURE5]
     KIDS  HAVE  TOYS the KDS  have been
 r 3
MA  - king noise
'
The point here is that the pronunciation of  the first have, represented  by a  quarter note,
is dramatically different from the second  one,  represented  by an  eighth  note  triplet. In
the latter case,  the contracted  form,(Ilhe hids've been ...)  will  be used,  or  eyen  a  more
totally reduced  form, that sounds  sornething  like The hids'a been. . . . While the relation-
ship  is only  a  rough  one,  it may  be instructive to demonstrate  to students  the  correlation
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between  the note  values  and  the  different forms of  pronunciation of  a  word,
Discussion
  Having werked  through  a  few examples  of  the use  ef  musical  notation  as  a･ tool, it now
remains  to interpret the events  that actually  occur  in the classroopa.  To  the extent  that
notation  does help, it would  seem  that the central  idea concerns  taking something  that is
indeterminate, namely  the rhythmic  placement  of  unstressed  syllables,  and  making  it de-
terminate.  An  elaborate  theoretical interpretation of  the effbct  of  this is beyond the scope
of  this paper, but  two  points suggest  themselves  :
  (1) The nature  of  the problem  changes.  In the exercise,  "Personal  Questions," the stu-
dents may  be doing fine in choral  or  individual practice, until  the sudden  change  in the
rhythmic  pattern occurs,  when  they begin to falter dramatically. One  problem  is the ac-
tual physical difficulty of  squeezing  in those two  rapid  syllables  (Hbw much)  before the
stress, but there is another  major  difficulty here. It is well-known  that Japanese people
generally do not  Iike to stand  out  or  be conspicuous  among  their peers, and  this is often
given as  a  reason  that students  do not  show  more  initiative. Practicing this "chant,"  the
students  are  comfortable  as  long as  the rhythmic  pattern is clear  and  al1 the voices  are
heard more  or  less in unison.  Suddenly, the student  doesn't know  precisely where  the
syllables  belong, and  has  to go out  on  a  limb  to try to perform it successfu11y.  So she
waits  fbr the others.  Clearly waiting  won't  work,  Everyone waits,  but there simply  is not
time  to wait,  and  the exercise  breaks  down.
  However, when  we  introduce the musical  notation,  the indeterminate becomes deter-
minate,  and  the nature  of  the task changes.  Now, perhaps, instead of  being concerned
about  being conspicuous  by speaking  out  before the others,  the student  is more  focused
on  performing  the task correctly-seeing,  and  understanding,  that it can  be done 
"
¢ or-
rectly."
  (2) There is a  change  in what  is considered  a  variable  and  what  is a  constant.  The na-
tive English speaker  makes  tacit decisions about  how  to say  a  phrase  by  making  adjust-
ments  to a  number  of  variables  encompassing  elements  of  both pronunciation and
rhythmlstress.  As  we  have  seen,  there  is a  strong  tendency  fbr pronunciation to be
adapted  to conform  to the pattern of  rhythm  and  stress.  However, for Japanese students,
accustomed  to the arrhythmic  character  of  their own  language, entrenched  in bad habits
of English  pronunciation with  exaggerated  consonants  and  so  forth, pronunciation is not
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a  variable.  They try to adjust  the rhythm  of  the phrase  without  changing  the pronuncia-
tion. Looking again  at  the example  7:he Xhids have been Xnzaking Xnoise, it is clear  that
this is an  impossible task.
  On  the other  hand, by introducing musical  notation,  the rhythmic  placement  of  the un-
stressed  syllables  becomes determinate, or  a  constant  for the moment,  and  the only  vari-
able  left is pronunciation. So the students  begin to comprehend  that they have to some-
how  squeeze  in those unstressed  words  or  syllables,  perhaps  at  the expense  of  not  com-
pletely articulating  all the morphemes,  which  is exactly  what  is done in natural  spoken
English. It is as  if the  student  is finally being let in on  that  "conspiracy  in Eng]ish to
maintain  a  regular  rhythm."
  The  operative  word  here is indeterrninate. Let us  remember,  first of  all, that in any  of
this chanting,  clapping  and  tapping o{  rhythms,  choral  exercises,  and  what-not,  we  are
only  approximating  natural  speech;  we  are,  in effbct,  exaggerating  the rhythmic  tenden-
cies  for instructional purposes. Now,  even  though  the beating out  of  the stressed  sylla-
bles in tempo  may  fairly accurately  represent  natural  speech,  certainly  the placement  of
the unstressed  syllables is somewhat  arbitrary.  When  we  try to write  a  phrase  out  in
rhythmic  notation,  we  even  find that the solution  changes  when  we  speak  more  slowly  or
more  quickly, alter  the  moocl  or  affect  with  which  we  say  the phrase, etc,i7 Thus, we  have
to make  a  somewhat  arbitrary  decision. As  an  example,  let us  return  to that focal state-
ment,XStresses
 in XEnglish Xtend to re  Ncur at  Xragular Xintervals of Xtime. ( X )
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[FIGURE6]
We  can  represent  this sentence  with  triplets :
     Stres-ses in Eng-lish tend to re-cur  at re-gu-lar  in-ter-vals of  time
 
or  as straight  quarter notes  and  eighth  notes  :
   Stres-ses in Eng-lish tend to re-cur  atre-gu  larin  -ter-vals of time
or  as  8th notes  and  16th notes:
   Stres-ses in Eng-lish tend to re-cur atre  - gu-1arin-ter-vals  of time
to mention  a  few possibilities.
'
  Any  number  of  similar  examples  could  be given. It may  be that demonstrating this to
students  can  itself be instructive. In any  case,  perhaps  the important  point here is that
it does'not matter  precisely which  choice  is made.  What  counts  most  is that the students
themse}ves  have  the  experience  of  shortening  and  lengthening vowel  sounds,  contract-
ing, reducing,  eliding,  and  assimilatingrof  altering  pronunciation in order  to maintain
rhythm.
  I wiII conclude  with  a  word  of  caution  to any  teacher who  wants  to experiment  with
the tool discussed here: Use it sparingly,  and  cautiously,  The last thing we  would  want  is
to give our  students  yet another  level at  which  to feel dependent  on  the printed page (or
blackboard) in front ofthem,  and  be selilconscious  about  "doing  it right." Other than  spe-
cial  situations  (perhaps a  class  whose  main  theme  is rhythm),  it would  seem  to be a  tool
                     '
to introduce occasionally  to help students  over  a  hurdle, Once  they  grasp it, it would
probably  be best to discard the  notation,  erase  the blackboard, and  forget about  it. At the
same  time, the use  of  this tool does not  have to be confined  to times when  the class  is ex-
plicitly doing rhythm  and  stress  exercises.  I, for example,  at  any  point in a  lesson where
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there is some  difficulty in getting acrQss  the rhythmic  feel of  a  phrase  or  sentence,  may
dash over  to the blackboard and  scribble  out  some  musical  notation  if I think it will  be of
use.
  For students  who  do read  musie,  perhaps  the use  of  rhythmic  notation  as  a tool in
practicing rhythm  and  stress  will  become, more  than  anything,  a  kind of  a  game,  a  little
entertainment,  something  that  simply  adds  to their  overall  eajoyment  in studying  Eng-
lish. If nothing  more  than  this alone,  it may  nevertheless  be worth  a  try.
 .....oooooooooOOOOOOOooooooooo･･････
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Zimmerman  1 MUSICAL  NOTATION  IN TIHE TEACHING  OF  RHYTHM  &  STRESS
is a  striking  similarity  to jazz music,  especially  swing  time, in
division within  the beat is indeterminate, and  varies  with the
 player to another.  Much  of  what  gives jazz its feeling derives
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